FABE BIMA POPULATION  
MUNDEMBA SUB-DIVISION  

THROUGH: The sub perfect, Mundemba  
TO: SGSOC (HERAKLES FARMS) Representative.  

Subject: DEMARCATION OF NATIONAL LAND FOR SGSOC LTD.  

We, the entire population of Fabe Bema wishes to express our gratitude to SGSOC Ltd for thinking that our village could be amongst those to be covered by this giant AMERICAN GROUP, HERAKLES FARMS for us to enjoy the many lofty benefits by this company.  

But sir, giving that good chunks of our national land have been ceded to Ikondo and for the Resettlement programme, and the Mundemba councils forest, we are therefore left with little or no national forest sufficient to accommodate the present, talkless of the future generation.  

The other chunk of land we thought could be ceded to SGSOC Ltd is already under development by meangwe II which we are hosting, which land again, is not enough for future expansion by the growing population of meangwe II.  

We want therefore to REGRET our inability to afford to SGSOC any Land for her project.  

ON BEHAVE OF THE POPULALATION, WE REMAIN YOURS FAITHFULLY  

NAMES AND SIGNATIONS:  

SIKAE AICERA  
TENDA SIMON  
MACIA ABEI M  
EHIMA JULIAN AMBONO  
ISAM KILAMO M  
MERUKI HILARY M  
VICTHA HILILA M  
FANNY ESAKI M  
MARY MOSI  
SIAY LUCKY  
UMARIU UMUNI  
NGENI FLORENCE  
UMARIU UMUNI  
UMENYO ILONCO  
EMOMBA OBILO  
CHOSH PE LILY
CC:
- D.O Mundemba
- Mayor, Mundemba
- Hon Member of parliament Ndian I.